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PREGEDESJSTORM

Examination Claim That Rates to Their Old World Sorely Stricken Brilliant Entertainment Be- - Then Sky Was Lit Up By
It Will Take Over Electric Second
Did
the
Shows
Bullet
Annual Encampment
From Russia to Islands
fore Laree Audience at
Great Flashes of
Light Plant in the
Are Excessive
of Japan
Elks Theater
Artesian City
Electricity
X-Ra-

y

.

.
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niwiTS ti mwM

PATIENT

HAD

RESTFUL NIGHT KENTUCKY

TAKES

THE

LEAD,40.000 DEADFR0M

CHOLERA

PRETTY TOTS IN FAfJGY FIGURES LIGHTNING

RODSAVES CHAPEL

Curry County Teachers' Institute Wound Is Still Sore But Blood Grand Army, Relief Corps and Towns Swept Away by Water Every Number of the Program Dr. David Knapp and Others
Houses Submerged
Breaks All Records for
Poisoning Is Not
Stunned as Mighty Bolt
Daughters Join in the
Was Ehthusiastically
Movement.
Feared.
in Tokio.
Attendance.
Descended.
Applauded.
New York, Aug. 12. Unless the
happens Mayor Gaynor will
recover from the bullet wound inflicted hy J. J. Gallagher.
This is the
opinion of the attending physicians
this morning.
The mayor passed a
restful night, sleeping soundly for
seven hours. This morning his temperature and pulse were normal. The
wound is still very sore, and there is
5t ill a chance of blood poisoning but
that is now remote.
A second
examination last
night showed that the bullet had not
split as first believed, but was buried
in the wall of the throat, just behind the palate. The apparent fragment shown by the first examination
probably was the fragment of a bone.
Steadily Improving.
New York, Aug. 12. The mayor
morning. At
passed a comfortable
1:30 a bulletin said that he had taken
nourishment and is steadily improving.

j

j

j

j

St. Petersburg, Aug. 12. Cholera
Louisville, Aug. 12. Five hundred
veterans of the Grand Army of the continues to
rage in Russia. From
a boycott
Republic have declared
::i until August 0 there were re'.lu'y
against the railroads for alleged discrimination in charging the veterans ported 20. OfiS rases throughout Rusan excessive rate to the annual na sia, with S.OT'J deaths,.
tional encampment at Atlantic City
Crop Failure.
next month and as a result this state It.
appears
probable that tilie actual
tor the first time will not be repre-- '
is larger than indi- number
of
deaths
sented ;if the reunion The Wnninn '?
' omt'la!
reports, a ins placed
Relief Corps and Daughters of Veter-- j
ii' nuumer or ueams up to juiy ,u
ans will join in the boycott.

While the-- rain f. n in a miniature
Santa Fe was iited by one of the
Santo Domingo cloudburst and the severed electric M.irms felt here in
mountains in the distance could be years and as a r suit
persons
seen attain and again as the sky was are complaining of shuck, supposedly
lit up by the great electrical storm iue to the lightning.
in full swing; while carriages
and
It is thought that only the lightmotor cars struggled and skidded and ning rod on the Chape! of Our
Lady of
mud and Loretto prevented that beautiful ediqm'tered through the
impromptu canals, an "outdoor con- fice from being struck by lightning
cert" was held with great eclat at the which shot an immense flash through
Klks' theater last night.
the stained glass windows at the very
It
not one of those Italian af moment the Rev. Father Lonogan was
at 2.",r.")4, but unofficial opinions place
the number as high as 40,001). The fairs where one sits literally out- giving an instruction to the Sisters in
M'MURRAY WAS TO HAVE
doors and raises a chair over one's retreat. The
in southern Russia caused by
priest stopped his disRECEIVED OTHER FEES. gloom
the epidemic is deepened by the fail-- ! head when a sudden downpour rudely course for a few seconds until his
breaks up i he performance, for those audience recovered from their surure of crops in some districts.
Three Million
Dollars Appears
to
who attended the outdoor affair at. the prise. The chapel
however, was unThousand Houses Submerged. Klks' sat iu
Have Covered Only Part of the
j Thirty
comfort, fanned by gen- damaged and it is believed that the
Contract in Oklahoma.
Tokio. Aug. 12. The devastation tle breezes from the side doors of the force of the
lightning spent itself in
throughout many districts by recent building and conscious that their rain the ground on a lightning rod.
Whole' villages coats were not needed just then. The
Sulphur, Okla., Aug. 12. That J. F.jfloods 's appalling.
Just as thai flash came Dr. David
McMurray had contracts with the .In--' antl towns were washed away, many outdoor effect was produced on the Knapp, past exalted ruler of the Elks
loslIa llle lower sections stane where all the arts of wizards
dians, by whidh in the sale of their iliv,-- v,t're
and a well known physician here.
lands he was to receive
not only of Tokio alone thirty thousand houses who make you believe you see some- was
near the court house on
e
submerged.
$:,000,000 but also other fees, was
thing which you really do not. see Palacestanding
avenue and he felt a violent
were used with tellim: effect in the
tified to by George Y. Scott before
wrenching of his body as though he
first part of the entertainment which had
the congressional investigating com
been struck. He swayed and for
was Riven entirely by local talent and an
mittee today. Scott acted as an agent ID LID OH
instant thought he would fall but
and his notary, John Ranunder the auspices of the Woman's mar
for McMurrav.
aged to regain his equilibrium.
Aid Society of the First
dolph St. John, of Roswell, yesterday
j
Five Million Dollar Fee.
Presbyterian Other Santa Feans told the same
church.
afternoon filed the incorporation paOne saw the mountains in the
Sulphur, Aug. 12. Scott is regard-- !
story. Several were near the Cathepers in person. The capitalization is
background and a pretty garden of) dral and others were
DIXIE ed as one of the most important wit-- !
near
walking
common
is
the
which
of
old
$500,000
summer time" in the' the
f 575,000
"good
nesses in the investigation. If all!
plaza.
j
foreground.
stock, divided into 5,000 shares. The
the contracts McMurray held with thej
Santa Fe was actually in the vorThe lighting effects while scarcely
remainder, $75,000, divided into l.OOn
i
uted'
tex of half a dozen storms from 7:30
United
ZesshMy
Workers
Know
to
j
those
of
Good
rivalling
Sol
Father
se-shares, is to be preferre'd stock. The Idaho Senator Stops Musi- otuu icauiieu luciuurray
i
wouiu
iwho makes Xew Mexico the Sunshine-- p. m. until midnight, with slight inAll About Situation in
cure almost nve million dollars in
company begins business with $2,000.
Tune
From
cians
Playing
State or of the dreadful Jupiter who termissions. The storms came from
The incorporators and directors are:
fees.
the south, and southwest, the north
Illinois
can
Political
4
Will
change a dark night into day by.
at
Lucius K. MeGaffey,
shares;
Meeting
,one flash, were decidedly alluring audi and the northwest and in the vivid
D. Sweet, Edward A. Cahoon, Hal H.
CLAIMANT TO WALSH
contributed much to the beauty of the; flashes of lightnina those who wprp
P.
Saunders,
Hendrick, Harwood
ESTATE DIES CONVENIENTLY.! PRESIDENT
outdoors could see little canals in
LEWIS
aftair.
IS
J. Jaca, HE CREATES MILD SENSATION
Aurelius
Pruit, Joseph
.front of them and behind them,
The
was
a
in
curtain
Utile
slow
A.
Dunn,
Charles C. Cade and William
The rain was the signal for a rush
Asserted That She Was Sister of Coloraising as the sudden storm hart rm.
each 2 shares, and all of Roswell.
' in"
rado
Who
business on the part of the liverv
Died
in
cessitated
Twelve
Mining
locomotion
nnrl
Hundred
King
in
delays
Delegates
Reception to
Supreme Court Not in Session.
those who lived at a distance from n,en iirl(J scores of hacks carried the-- ;
Recently in Washington.
Attendance at Indianapolis
The territorial supreme court ad- - , Hamer at Wallace Came to
the theater were late in taking their ater soers to the concert that was
jor.rned
yesterday ' afternoon until
Meeting.
Close.
San Diego, Calif.. Aug. 12. With
seats, or arriving behind the scenes gi vt'n ;U 1,10 K;ks theater. Automo-t- o
Abrupt
Monday morning.
take part in the concert.
the funeral of Mrs. Mary A. Snafus to- When;'liles sk'dded in the mud and there
Record Breaking Teachers' Institute.
H o
enu narrow escapes from ac
,e
es-a
i
to
12.
alter
clock
nnauy
the
claimant
the
curtain
day,
"There
was,
possible
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug.
Spokane, Washington, Aug. 12.
Smierintendent of Public Insrtucs
lolled up, the audience applauded en-- i cidents due to
tate
with
F.
of
Thomas
the
late
the
the!
Walsh,
disnn
W.
on
im
Senator
thi
win
B,
Idaho
ha
of
ennvpntt
Heyburn
tion James E. Clark reports that
'
at
telephone
Colorado
wns
poles.
the
kin?,
mining
pliminntpfl
of
.
tnusiastically
appearance
He created a sensation
o
teachers' institute for Curry county, likes 'Dixie
said
President Lewis
the United the Ladies' Glee Club which
She is survived by Iher sister, Mrs.
Lunar Rainbow.
sang the
which was in sesison four weeks, at a reception given Congressman
Mine
to
in
Workers
President opening number "Pilgrims of the
One of the most beautiful sights
reply
and
here,
at
Johnson,
living
Margaret
Hamer
Wallace. Idaho, last night
broke all records for attendance,
two sisters in Australia. Mrs
A Walker of the Illinois district at the Xight." Mrs. Rapp directed the club however, was witnessed by many peowhich was 125 teachers. Only five by stopping the orchestra while the Shafus was born in Ireland 75
opening of today's session of a spec-- ! aim ueserves mucn credit tor its sue ple at about 9 p. m. when the storm
years
were
musicians
playing that popular
excuses were offered for
o. She and Mrs. Johnson claimed ial national convention.
Walker had cess. The number was well received had subsided a bit and a lunar rain- air. Colonel Hamer had just finished
his address and the orchestra started to be sisters of Walsh. She said she moved that the delegates all be given and showed careful training and aibow took the south half of the sky
Gauging Streams.
its setting. A grand, silvery arch
a medley of well known tunes. About had not seen or heard of him for verbatim reports of the conference musical understanding that is neces-'fo- r
Territorial
Engineer
Assistant
could easily be seen, lacking of course
and if she could establish dealing with the strike situation in j sary to get the best results.
years
forty
was
the
Senasixth
number
"Dixie".
Charles D. Miller and W. B. Freeman, tor
Miss Norma Fiske followed with a in the many tints of the rainbows
Heyburn leaped to his feet, strode her identity she would claim part of Illionis. Lewis was ruled out of or- j
of the U. S. reclamation service, meas- across to the musicians and cried out: the estate. Mrs. Johnson will pursue der but declared that the delegates violin solo "Alila," and made a hit due to the sun's rays but nevertheless
'
ured the flow of the Rio Grande at "This is a Republican
will be given all the information at not only through the dexterity in beautiful. Those who did not see thi?
We the investigation.
meeting.
west of
bow
tne
Buckman, eighteen miles
but in her absolute phenomenon
hand. Lewis further declared that nananng
want no such tunes here!" Amazed
today scoffed at the
Santa Fe, yesterday. They found the t!he musicians stopped immediately. NO
there will be no straddling or white- self possession.
story but there are many who are
DEMONSTRATION
WHEN
flow to be 335 second feet, having The Senator strode back to his seat.
Graceful Tots.
ready to verify it. A lunar rainbow
WENDLING ARRIVED. washing, as he had nothing to conThen came a delightful
been, somewhat augmented by local After a moment of silence Mayor Hannumber was seen some weeks ago and sky
ceal. More than 1200 delegates are in
rains. Mr. Freeman left for Otero son arose and closed the meeting.
is the called "Fancy Figures" in which 24 gazers on East Palace avenue say
Reached Louisville in Morning With attendance. The convention
county, to pick out suitable sites for
of
in
the history
the organiza- little maids drilled, every little foot these are the only two appearance of
largest
Detective Carney Has Been InSacramento
takine the rieht sten find pvorr tinv his rainbowshin after dark this voar
on
the
streams
gauging
ARRESTED WHILE TRYING TO
tion.
dicted for Murder.
hand moving in perfect rhvthm as at least in this reeion.
Forest.
BREAK INTO CIGAR STORE.
Miss Hazel Sparks accompanied on
Bisbee, Ariz., Aug. 12. George Dudputs 0ut Lights
EL PASO SUFFERED FROM
the piano and Alan McCord, Jr., beat, Tne storm
Louisville, Aug. 12. Joseph Wend- KENTUCKY JUDGE FOUND
ley, a well dressed man was found
plaved havoc with the
AND
HEAT
HUMIDITY.
tne arum. All of the tots were as 0w,.;n i;v,te
arrested in San Francisco on
!
..
DEAD IN HIS STABLE.
m
it
trying to enter a pool room owned ling,
as one could wish to see and is sai(1
the charge of murdering Ala Kelner
pretty
Itule
had
to
brothers.
The
out
pe01lle
jby
get
proprietor in Louisville arrived here this morn
lamps
a
12.
El
With
Texas,
Paso,
Aug.
c.
w..
uoeu uu usees oi; and candles. Judge A. L Morrison
Michael Chrisman Saufley, Formerly j f0und the y0Ung man trying to open
at 95 and a humidity of stage fright. They were two dozen;
o,-who resits nn Psi
of Supreme Court of Wyoming
ne .ent t0 nis ing in charge of Detective Carney. temperature
(a cigar ca,e
89, seemingly terrific heat prevailed examples in cheerfulness
and grace that five electric bulbs were extin
Succumbs Suddenly.
'place of business at 6 o'clock in the There was no demonstration. It is
not yet announced when Wendling yesterday. It was announced at the fulness. Again and again the audi- Lexington. Ky., Aug. 12. Judge morning. Dudley was arraiened on a
guished at his home. At the Palace
will be presented in police court. He United States weather bureau that a ence applauded
them making the; hotel the
i
district
States
United
the
of
of
was
to
held
Saufley
charge
robbery and
lightning
pranks
89
was
remarkable
of
very
youngsters repeat some "maneuver" around the telephone played
court was found dead in a stable at the grand jury in the sum of $300 already has been indicted on the humidity
and iron safe
in
section.
a
desert
as
of
can.
murder.
only children
charge
his home at Stanford, Kentucky, early which he could not raise.
in the office and worried some of the
Miss McFie's Debut.
men who are not used to
today.
traveling
The fourth number was a vocal solo
GEORGIA ADDS ANOTHER MARK
electrical storms.
Appointed By Cleveland.
by Miss Mary McFie with Miss MariMI-A- M
TO ITS LYNCHING RECORD.
Lexington, Aug. 12. Michael Chris-maon Bishop, piano accompanist.
Miss
Saufley, judge of the thirteenth
Helena, Ga., Aug. 12. Jim Toler,
McFie has been away for a year ment of an artist and she never fails
Kentucky district court and former a negro was lynched yesterday at
studying pipe organ in Chicago and to make her violin sing.
associate justice of the Wyoming ter- Alamo, seventy-sevemiles from here
has also had vocal training. Last
EVENTS
Miss Ruth Rollins.
ritorial supreme court was found dead
a
mob of more than 100 men for
by
night was therefore her debut as a A dainty little maid is Miss Ruth
at
Stanford,
home
stable
of his
in the
having entered the room or two daughsinger here and it was a delightful Rollins wiio appeared in the seventh
Kentucky, this morning. He was 68 ters of a
of Montgomery coun
to her friends to note the de- number entitled simply "Songs" with
planter
was
apold.
Judge Saufley
years
American Flies Into Clouds surprise
while the girls were Large Idaho Town Threatenty
Miss Rolvelopment her voice has undergone Mrs. Bean as accompanist.
pointed to the Wyoming judicial body in Tuesday night
bed asleep. The negro was caught,
in scarcely a year. Miss McFie has lins addressed her remarks to a Ted18SS.
in
Record
Cleveland
President
Reaches
and
ed With Destruction From
by
confessed his guilt, tied to a tree and
a pleasing dramatic soprano voice and dy bear who occupied a prominent
Altitude
to
shot
Forest
Fires
death.
with continued training, judging by part in the stage geography. She was
BASEBALL MANAGER IS
the
progress made in the past year, j the personification of grace and her
SUSPENDED INDEFINITELY.
t.Vin ...ill rt.V.i
ADVOCATES CATHOLICS PROHIBI
&iie
win acnieve success as a singer voice was like the tinkle of a little
HE
FEET of dramatic roles. Her selection last silver hell. Miss Rollins is of a
TIONISTS GOING INTO POLITICS
ROSE
FLEE TO
Hugh Jennings, of Detroit, Had Te'
Boston, Mass., Aug. 12. At the nanight was the arioso from "La Mort de clever family from Los Angeles and
merity to Dispute Decision of
tional
convention
Jeanne d'Arc" by Bernburg a selec- her sister sings in grand opera.
of
Catholic
the
To
In
Recent Game.
Umpire
tal Abstinence Union Rev. Father Firemen and Citizens Keep Roofs Frenchman Drops fron Height tion of great dramatic intensity. Miss
And Then the Swing Song.
12. The
Mich.,
Aug.
Detroit,
McFie's
Walter J. Shalley of Danbury, Conn.,
The
was
all
stage
eighth number was the "Swing
that
presence
Is
Soaked to Prevent Them
of 100 Feet and Fatally
Journal today sayB: "Manager Hugh former president of the national union
could be desired and her breath con- Song" and it may be described a3 a
From Igniting.
Jennings, of the Detroit baseball team, advocated
Injured.
trol was good.
political
activity on the
spectacular number, from "the Rol
has been indefinitely suspended by part of the members of the union to
Miss Bean's Selections.
licking Girls." Half a dozen high
President Ban Johnson, of the Amer- secure more drastic laws against the
Another delightful number followed. swings swaying in the summer breeze,
Lanark, Scotland, Aug. 12. It was
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 12. Blazing
ican League. Jennings was ordered liquor traffic and to combat tlhe po
was a violin solo by Miss Virginia girls of the true beauty type seated
It
that
J.
announced
today
embers carried by the wind from officially
from Bennet park here last Wednes- litical work of the liquor interests.
the American avi Bean, accompanied by Mrs. Bean on therein and with athletic, well dress
Drexell,
Armstrong
burning forests on the mountain sides ator, last night attained the world's tlhe piano. Miss Bean showed good ed chaps standing by there was a
day by Umpire Kerin for disputing
were falling in W'allace, Idaho, today.
a decision, when Coombs, of Phila- CENSUS ENUMERATORS PUN
"atrecord for altitude by rising 6,750 judgment in selecting a sparkling picture with all the
ISHED FOR PADDING RETURNS The dense smoke made it impossible feet. Drexell's
delphia, struck out Ty Cobb."
was the sensa- piece, Musin's "Mazurka de Concert" mosphere" to suit even a Santa Fe
flight
Helena, Mont., Aug. 12. Thomas to see objects two hundred yards tion of the
Ascending at and after rendering it with much dash artist. Add to this gentle music.
meeting.
Great away. A hundred families have pack 7 o'clock in the
Daily and F. Mc Donald,
SENATOR BRISTOW IS MUM
electric lights
filtered
evening he shot up she played as an encore "Traumerei" brilliant
ABOUT ALDRICH'S LETTER. Falls census enumerators, pleaded ed their belongings and fled to Spo- into a bank of clouds and disappeared. conjuring up sufficient "dreamy atmos- through many colored shades, and
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 12. Senator guilty to padding census returns, in kane or other towns. Should the wind He landed some two hours later at a phere" to arouse the sympathies of what more could one wish, unless it
Bristow has no statement to make In the federal court late yesterday after- become stronger, it Is believed that farm house twelve miles from Lan- the audience. She was called for a could' be the sound of the words "In
second encore and played
Annie the Good Old Summer Time?" Well,
reply to Senator Aldrich's letter given noon and were sentenced to twenty-fou- r nothing can save the town. Mullan, ark.
hours in jail and fined $1,000 Murray and other camps are in dang
out last night denying the Kansas
Charleroi, Aug. 12. M. Lesnyn, the Laurie, a piece that may be classed the boys and girl3 sang a swing song
senator's charges concerning the tar- each. Two more enumerators will be er of destruction. At Mullan the fire- aviator fell with bis aeroplane from a as "gentle music" to use the phrase and they had the audience with them
iff on rubber. Senator Bristow is to arraigned August 17 on a similar men and citizens are keeping the height of a hundred feet today. He of Sir G. Davies. Miss Bean has a
roofs soaked to put out the sparks.
wa3 fatally injured.
surety of technique and the tempera- (Continued on Page Five.)
charge.
speak here tonight.
Governor Mills today
R. Charette of Cimarron, Colfax
county, a member of the board of
trustees of the New Mexico Reform
school at Springer.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Mills today appointed
Governor
Robert O. Barrett of Pinos Altos,
Grant county; Leonor Molinar, of
Rodney, Dona Ana county; John L.
Boyle, of Raton, Colfax county, and
John F. Seaman, of Tucumeari, Quay
county, notaries public.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received the following remittances: From Sierra county, ?971.38 ;
from Roosevelt county, $1,207.64.
Incorporations.
Incorporation papers were filed today in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa, by the Roswell Gas
and Electric Light Company, at 10S
North Main street, Roswell, which
takes over the present plant from W.
The
H. Gillenwater, of Albuquerque.
New Mexico agent is Lucius K.
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Old

TUC DAILY
HI

Wheat

,

lous town,
Or out where the farmers make
hay;
He's greeted with pleasure on deserts
of sand
And deep in the aisles of the wood?;
Wherever he goes there's the welcoming hand
He's the Man
ho Delivers the
Goods.

ARIETY FRESH YFAST

WE

ALL

linter

CASH

PURCHASES

No. 40

Telephone

night;
tire of the failure? wiho fill with
sighs
The air of their own neighborhoods,
There's one who is greeted with love-

2S3SEI5

SEE FQft YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clucks

Jewelry Silverware, Decorated China, 'voveltief,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
MANUFACTURER

flify
l"'ut

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

OF WORK

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
cfurs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
'

PHONE
BLACK

AtO.

SANTA FE, N, M,

1Q
-

CANON
ROAD

ft

MULLIGAN & RISING
SUCCESSORS TO

J.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
IOC
daphonkht 130 RED
1U
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

One fellow is lazy and watches the
clock,
And waits for the whistle to blow;
And one has a hammer with wdiich he
will knock,
And one tell? a story of woe;
And one, if requested to travel a mile,
Will measure the perches and roods
But one does bis stunt with a whistle
or smile
He's the Man Who Delivers the
Goods.

One man is afraid that he'll labor
too hard
The world i sn't yearning for ;?ueh;
And one man is always alert, on his
guard,
Lest he put in a minute too much;
And one has a grouch or a temper
that's bad
And one is a creature of moods;
So its hey for the joyous and rollick- ing lad
For the M an Who Delivers the
Goods.
Scissors.
Curry County Teachers' Association
The Curry County Teachers' Association in session at Clovis, elected
Wr.
A. Poore,
superintendent of
schools of that city, president of the
association.
Race Suicide at East Las Vegas
According to the report of the health
physician there were eleven deaths,
ten of them of males and one female,
in the Meadow City last month, and
only nine births.
Las Vegas Cleans Up Morally The
police at Las Vegas have cleaned up
a house of ill fame and closed it and
raided a saloon, arresting two women,
Mary Jones and Annie Smith, who
were in the saloon contrary to law.
Water Company Sues City The
Water Supply Company of Albuquerque has brought suit against the city
of Albuquerque, for 3,272,741 gallons
of water supplied a public drinking
fountain, the sum claimed
being
Marriage

PALAOE
AVE
DONE.

Ml finds of Garden and Field Seeds.
FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Floar, Hay,

Grain,

Sail an

LEO HERSCH

Mates,

Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

MEXICAN HATS

'

ALL

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

S . E. Corner

of Plaza.

Issued

At

Es- -

Esquipula Chavez, of Pinos Wells.
League Elects Officers
The
League of New Mexico in convention at Mountainair elected the following officers: Rev. J. I.
Seder, superintendent; Rev. C. A.
Clerk, of Albuquerque,
president;
board of control, C. T. French, Pitt
Ross, Dr. F. Otto, H. S. Lithgow, all
of Albuquerque; trustees, W. S. Ogle,
Las Vegas; S. M. Williams, Roswell;
Rev. S. Magill, of Raton ; ; J. M. Rose,
Belen; J. W. Corbett Mountainair;
Rev. J. H. Heald, Albuquerque; Mrs.
K. B. Patterson, Santa Fe.
n

Anti-Saloo-

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

Licenses

tancia this week marriage licenses
were issued to: Clemente Claris of
San Luis Potosi, Mexico, ana Juanita
Maldonatlo, of Torreon; to John M.
Shaw and Hary D. Philips, of Estan-cia- ;
Francisco Flores, of Belen, and
Anti-Saloo-

SOLE AGENTS

the

$654.59.

D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
PICTURE FRAMING

SELI6KAN BR OS CO.

n

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Ci:re.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 yes- - and believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KIXN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous r.urfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills fri con-pation.

X
X
X

WE STILL HAVE LEF

X

That was the range
temperature yesterday and again
proclaims Santa te as the ideal summer resort. The relative humidity
was 70 per cent and the precipitation
(or 24 hours

was

0.S2

of an

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of

inch of
o'clock

The temperature at 6
morning was 56 degrees. There
was a heavy rain yesterday afternoon
and night and loud peals of thunder
with vivid and frequent flashes of
In fact old residents delightning.
clare that last night's electrical
storm was one of the severest that
they can recall. During yesterday
afternoon 0.28 of an inch of rain fell
making a total of 0.S2 for the day. A
year ago today the minimum was 56
and the maximum 80, and there wa?
thunder in the afternoon and a light
steady rain at night.
Measuring Flow of Pecos River
"James B. Stewart, of the United
States geological survey, came in
today from Antonchico, near which
place he has just completed the installation of a device for the measuring of the discharge of the Pecos
river. A cable 300 feet in length has
been thrown across the river and
firmly anchored at a distance of several feet above high water mark.
From a small car whicn Travels on
the cable the observer is able to lower his instruments into the water and
measure the flow. Mr. Stewart install- ed at the same point a gauge for
measuring the various stages of the
river. Mr. Stewart says the survey
has been placing this equipment at
several places on the various rivers
of the territory.
The
territory,
through its engineers, is assisting in
the work. Similar instruments and
apparatus are in use on the Sapello
at Los Alamos and on the Gallinas at
Hot Springs. Three stations are on
the Pecos at the following places:
Cowles, Antonchico and Santa Rosa.
Mr. Stewart says an agreement has
been made by which the rangers and
other officials of the United States
forestry service will assist m taking
observations on the streams where in
struments have been placed. Mr.
Stewart's headquarters are in Santa
Fe. Before returning there he will
visit the various observation stations,
most of which he has established recently." Las Vegas Optic.
Arrested
for Stealing
Horses
a. u.
. XJV.
.v uu
Mil J.V.
1Q UQO
arrested Faustino Pino and Sausino
Lopez at Magdalena, on the charge of
stealing horses belonging to Henry
Gardner, Bert Beagle, Jesus Sais and
the estate of Flavio Fajado. The men
were arersted near Cubero, Valencia
county.
Monkeyed With the Mail Jose Lopez, arrested by federal officers on
the charge of obtaining mail from
the El Paso postoffice under false pretences, was given a hearing before
United States Commissioner George
B. Oliver at El Paso, and after the
hearing, was held to the federal grand
jury under a bond of $300.
Suit Under Pure Food Law A suit
under the federal pure food act was
Jiled in court at Albuquerque yesterday. The cause arises on account of
500 cases of sardines received in Albuquerque and which are claimed to
be adulterated. This is ine third suit
under the pure food act thus far filed
at Albuquerque, the other two having
been against a wholesale grocer at
the Duke City.
Storm at Anthony A severe storm
visited Anthony, Dona Ana county,
and was followed during the night by
a heavy rain. Large limbs were blown
from trees and large trees twisted in
two. A good deal of hay in stacks
was damaged, but much good will be
done to growing crops which were
suffering from lack of water. About
200 feet of Santa Fe track in Anthony
was washed out by water from the
hills and the railway company had a
work train and large force of men repairing the damage.
two
Church
Burglarized Some
weeks ago some miscreant without
fear of the Lord or the instincts of
human decency in his heart, entered
the Christian churcn, and stole one of
the silver communion services. What
is more he got away with it. Last
Sunday perhaps the same thief effected an entrance through one of the
rear windows and helped himself to
various things. Roswell was for many
years free from burglars, but it would
seem that it has now got about the
sorriest kind, since they will break
into a church and steal. Roswell
Register Tribune.
rain.
tli is

Men

lighled eyes
He's the Man Wiho Delivers
Goods.

Incorporated 1903

From 56 to 78

They've lost their umbrellas whenever there's rain,
And they haven't their lanterns at

-

AP

Established 1856.

TOPICS

1910.

12,

of

white;

Grocery Co.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fa.

CALL

cur

lure.

The failures of life sit around and
complain ;
The gods haven't treated them

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS

WITH

OR

UP.

THE WELCOME MAN.

Pansy,
Bobolink
Also

BOUND

FRIDAY, AUGUST

There's a man in the world who is
Denver, Colo., Aug. 12.
never turned down,
The forecast tonight is local
Wherever lie chances to stray;
showers, generally fair Satur- He gets the glad hand in the popu- S day with stationary tempera- -
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Imperial
Jersev Cream
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every description.

THESE
MUST

-

Don't Delay

BE SOLD
Buy Now While we have
a good

assortment.

F03 HALF

PHONE 36

THE

A

LEADING

HOUSE

'

CENTURY

P. O. BOX 2

CRY GOODS

IN THE

f

CITY.

1

i

TV

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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WE SHAVE DOWN

OUR PRICES

GOODS.

EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE RUNS SMOOTHLY, BECAUSE WE
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND A FULL STOCK OF EVERYTHING A
FIRST-CLASHARDWARE STORE SHOULD CARRY.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND "MAKE GOOD"
ON EVERY DEAL. OUR VALUES ARE PLAIN TO SEE.
S

W9DAgS

If it's Hardware

ghQ

We have.t.

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

A!SD

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
MONTEZUMA

Near

A.

AVENUE

T.&S.F.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

wVrllAL LOAL YARD.

Uepot.

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract-- Do
you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?

Aosracis oi Title,
Furnished bv

t HE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

k

I

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N,

M

Lm"

Tel Blacb 76

j

.

DIAMONDS

SSSS
Service

b

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Right

I

C. YONTZ

WATCHES

MANUFAOTUKBft OP

5"--

"

Ffltad by
Methods

i

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

P 34S San Francisco St.

SAftTA FE, N. M.

For Your Own

UUu the claim that we sell better goods than any one
in all our lines that is possible to produce
else, for we offer you the best grades
n
Maya

"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
"OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"

Phone

213

y y
uOJImimivmimab(

The Store Everybody Likes

III

WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR

rillSlCy

fhone 1 rade here for satis213 faction others get.

-
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12,
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THE PROPER COURSE
Priceless Value
Every Santa Fe Citizen.

Information

of

IN

to

NEW MEXICO'S
POLITICAL

JAGE THREE.
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PASTURES

A Democratic club has been organis
How to act la an emergency
knowledge of inestimable worth, and ized at Silver City with 200 members.
this is particularly true of the disease It elected the following officers: Y.
and ills of the human body. If you A. Tenney, president; Frank Vesley,
secresuffer with backache, urinary disor- vice president; D. J. Mooney,
W.
T.
treasurer.
Keays,
tary;
ders, or any form of kidney trouble,
the advice contained in the following
"A great many Democrats will vote
statement will add a valuable asset
to your store of knowledge. What for a Republican convention, that
could be more convincing proof of the they may not hazard the achieving of
over the fram
efficiency of Doan's Kidney Pills than statehood by turning
the statement of Santa Fe citizens ing of the organic law to men who are
more concerned about furthering their
who have been permanently cured?
Mrs. Bernarda D. de Escudero, 10G own political fortunes than they are
Griffin St., Santa Fe, X. M., says: "I about getting us in the Union." Tuchold just as high an opinion of Doan's son, Arizona, Citizen.
Kidney Pills today, as when I publicly
The following gentlemen make pubrecommended them in January, 1907.
For about a year I was bothered by lic announcement of their willingness
a dull ache and weakness across my to serve Quay county as delegates to
D. B.
loins and kidneys. I tried easily and the constitutional convention:
severe
on
pains
L.
Prairie
E.
Roark,
exertion
Lange,
View;
any
brought
in my back. Hearing Doan's Kidney Tucumcari; Walter W. Mayes,
J. T. White, San Juan; C. H.
Pills highly spoken of, I was induced
to try them. The result proved be- - Hittson, Tucumcari; E. F. Saxon, Tu- yond a doubt that Doan's Kidney i'ms cumcari : C. C. Davidson, Tucumcari;
live up to representations. The cure A L. R;,Ckeratt, Obar; J. I,. House,
remedy House; L. B. Grogan Hudson. These
and positive relief this
brought, has led me to praise it on;arp SUDjPct to the decision of the
Democratic primaries to be held to- more than one occasion."
Fnr snie hv all dealers, .f nee ou morrow.
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbureios
suo3b
ioa Max. A mass meeting will be held at the
pajinfi eqi aoj
Berino school house in Dona Ana
States.
Remember the name Doan's and county to discuss the constitutional
take no other.
questions.
Speakers are expected
from Las Crimes from all the parties.
The New Mexrca.. Printing Com As the meeting is to be held under
uany has on hand a large uupply ' the auspices of the Berino-Anthonpads and tablets suitable for chool Farmers' Association a
work, the desk, and also for lawyers body, no resolutions of endorsement
n a uts: good everywhere,
we of candidates or policies will be
will sell them at 5 cents in book for,i. ed. A like meeting will be called at
Anthony the following evening, while
the west side farmers' union will hold
a like meeting on Saturday afternoon.
Republican primaries will be held on
August 17 and Democratic on August

New Mexico Military Institute

SKI

Lying just beneath the outer covering or tissuc-j-'.rn a sensitive mem
branous flesh In which are imbedded thousands of small" blooil vessels, r. is
through th;se tiny veins and arteries that nutriment is sin--i;- i
from the bl'ooc':
to the difTorcnt pores, glands and lymphatics. Shus the
is licpt healthy
and free from all eruption or disease, by pure blood. But wl:an iraourities and
humors infect the circulation its nourishing
properties are diminished and
of supplying the skin with healthful properties it
irritates and
diseases the de'.icaa fibres, pores and glands with sharj ura:c
Then the
skin tissues inflame, swell and ulcerate and some form cf skin disease
apnars
ace.
uii uio &u i
sn.nH-muppiyins SOOtnUUT lOUOns, salves, ttte... tn tha
does cot purify the blood and therefore the skin trouble" can not be
cured in this
uucner. s.
cures all skin diseases by ncutnUizin'j the acids and removes
the humors from the blood. It cools the acid heated circulation, builds it
up to
its normal strength and thickness, multiplies its rich, nutritious
and
ads lo its. :.iv.nty in every way. Then the skin, instead of beingcorpuscles
irritated and
Inflamed by sour impurities is nourished, soothed and softened
by this coo' in
healthy Etiiaru of blood. S. S. S. Cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Ehc u
Poison Oak, boils, pimples, rashes, etc. Book on Skin Diseases free to all who
write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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was discussed at great length was convention: Green B. Patterson
38
that of affiliation with a second body, votes; Eiumett Patton r."ifi votes; G.
much similar to the one at present in A. Richardson 19s votes, and John I.
action, but no action on this was Hinkle is:; votes. The other four retaken. The resolutions tentatively ceived: M. U. Finley 070 votes; J. L.
.....
iiadopted by this second body were nii,K.,..
Viiuuau
.j,i
uh; w. Vr.t I. lull o,,i
read and compared with those adopt vot
and J.'S. Kirbv 2."l votes. The
ed by the labor meeting and it was small Democratic vote cast
altogether
s
found that they were practically iden-- ;
Republican victory,
tical, the second body merely adding
a plank relative to the passage of an AMENDE HONORABLE MADE BY
act similar to the Edmunds act. W.
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL.
Metcalf spoke at some length on
the Socialist party, in response to a Retracts Statement
to
Derogatory
call from the floor for his views."
Colonel George W. Prichard in
Tribune-Citize-

"

--

'

M

-

-

address

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent.

I

j

Wells Fargo & G ompan
xpress

pres-age-

Albuquerque

Editorial

General Express Forwarders

Columns.

The Democratic Row at Portaies.
The Albuquerque Horning Journal
That there was gun play and an inat the head of its editorial
recently,
J
cipient riot at the Democratic coun-ty convention at Portaies, Roosevelt columns, under the heading a "Statecounty, is apparent from the following ment to tiie Public," made the amende
account in the Democratic Daily Rec- honorable
to Colonel Georue W.
t
ord at Rosv ell:
Pric hard of this cit v whom it had
"The intense bitter feeling that has libeled by calling him "a grafter."
existed in the two factions of the
That word has been used too freely
Democratic party in Roosevelt county, at
Santa Fe, also against persons in
the Judge C. M. Compton, mayor of
public office, but unfortunately those
Portaies, Jolly and Attorney Jim Hall who made use of it, were careful to
18.
of Elida faction and Judge William R. fix their fences so as to avoid proseMcGill of La Lande, Attorney George cution and did not
possess the dewas much Reese and
basket leaves Monday Tuesday "The Register-Tribun-e
Judge T. E. Meiers of Por- - cency that prompted the Journal to
in
announcement
the
the
by
raies taction naa a sensauonai cimiax
its accusation
Said the Jour- Returns Thursday and Friday. pleased
Santa Fe New Mexican that 'Attorney Saturday night at about the time the vetract
na
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop 'A. B. Renehan, a brilliant orator and clock struck midnight when the Demo"The Morning Journal is pleased to
considered a Democratic leader, has cratic convention broke
up in a row tnnounce that the long pending libel
Mrs. F O. BROWN Agent
(become convlnced that New Mexico-and pandemonium
reigned supreme suit of Colonel George YV. Prichard
future lies in the success of the
Phone No. 23 Red
was to be a against this paper has been disposed
it
there
that
and
seemed
party and that the Repub- - general fight between the friends of of in a manner which is alike honor- .
.e u.-mnrvi-XTtnrr T Tit?i iicaii pimcune aua uet-uboth factions there being at this late able and satisfactory to all concerned.
hour about 250 people in the audience. Coionel Prichard and his attorneys
It seemed imminent for a few mo- - have always insisted that one of the
fluence and vote with the Republican ments that there would be bloodshed objectionable publications upon which
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS Party henceforward.' The editor has after Judge McGill in a speech had ap- -- the suit was based was in law, and in
plied strong epithets to Judge Comp- fact a libelous attack upon the per
Meets Both North South believes him to be the ablest young ton
and his faction. This occurred sonal and financial integrity of the
lawyer in the southwest. To a man shortlv before midnight when the plaintiff, while the Morning Journal
Bounds Trains.
the deductions
of such intelligence,
'has always insisted that it
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot quoted above are inevitable. Mr. Ren-eha- n committee on credentials that had
more than legitimate criticism of his
af2
in
the
o'clock
since
been out
the north bound train and arrives at
is but a type of the thinking ternoon had failed to bring in a re- official acts, and was not open to the
Taos at 7 p. m.
young men all over the territory, who,
Fistcuffs were indulged in and a construction sought to lie put upon it.
Ten miles shorter than any other disgusted by the degeneracy and the port.
was prevented. Thfre were How it would have been construed by
gun
of
the " Democratic tViirtv-nin- play delptrfltes
way. Good covered hack and good incompetency
tn the conveil- - the courts will now never be known.
teams.
party in the presnt crisis are lining tion and it developed that they were The Morning Journal freely concedes
that if I he use of the word 'erafte
th ttio Tfeniihlioan nartv. It is
nearly evenly divided between the two to which the most serious
to
sensible
an
a
objection
thing
patriotic
factions when the selection of tempor- was
in connection with
the
Mr. Renehan and this class,
made,
and
do,
McGill
xacTina.
r
the
ary chairman was made,
CA O C
had been made
Trip JSO.UUjare to be congratulated upon their faction winning out by a majority of Trelford investigation,
to call in question
the
correct grasp of actual conditions and one vote, selecting A. B. Seay, as tem- - with intent
,
int-i- 4
,fin
nj,.t,..j
!the manhood to leave party associa- - nnvariT phjirmnn
.
This oivinen tue
sudh use would have been unjustitions of years and align tnemseives
tQ nmeteen votes
the lorce that &yes Practically the McGill faction having a majority fiable and libelous, and that a judg- rTTAiwith
the only uarantee of a sane consti-- 1
was
iu h
followed in th. case if nlafllt,-.- 8
Kill VI tution and a model state government." of one me convention
lillUtX
order by Attorney Compton, son of construction ha( been adoi.ted bv the
v
Kosweu tvegisLei-ni"u"r?
i
Judge Compton, and the young man.court Colonel Prlchard havingi in a
a years .1ne oniy
is the chairman of the Democratic
nJy and digIlifled way indicated t0
labor movement
first class tonsorial parlor
"That the
central committee oi ituuoBvea emm counsei for the Mornine Journal that
n
in Santa FeJ)
he was not prosecuting the action for
fa
to defeat the initiative and referent;
a.
ea.
ui
maicau
tne
muieuuuu,
OUR NEW PITCH
pecuniary gain, but merelv for a vin.
,
linm hv Qividinfir tne torces oi ine pro-nereioiore
tliat
and that he did not desire
the'
;dicatlon,
was
TREATMENT
jgressives on these measures
m Roosevelt county and it is t0 profit pecuniarly as a result of the
of one of those who
assertion
and case the Morning Journal, in that
is guaranteed to cure, (not only i ended the labor men's meeting held id though they had a walk-awaAttor-- 1
&
and
!la--Jolly
hair
Compton,
that
Dandruff,
spjrit which it is hoped will always
relieve,
Judge
falling
t
The body will probably
night
n.a
other scalp irritations. We also enter the political field by nominating "ej juu nan
1Jat,Ci, auuiuin
constitutional
to withdraw its answer and
carry a complete line of all the its cwn delegates according to the- delegates toa the
vention by safe majority, equivalent - confess judgment for one thousand
popular hair and facial tonics. trend of sentiment last night,' be as- 'to
an election September Cth, Roose- dollars and costs, which judgment was
labor
the
known
that
is
It
serted
DE
&
LUXE
HTCH
QUININE
HERPICIDE,
meetinsr referred the set of resolutions velt county being overwhelmingly immediately satisfied in full upon payBATHS BATHS BATHS i.assed at a meeting held a week ago Democratic. Judge McGill, .Attorney ment of the costs by the defendant
- to a committee of five, consisting of George Reese and Judge Meiers fac-- ; Colonel Prichard declined to permit
HUBBS
LAUNDRY
AgetitS
E. pinney, T. F. Dye, J. J. Votaw, T. tion favored a primary, but bowed to the Morning Journal to pay and ms
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your J. Passmore and Thomas Overton, for the will of the majority, when It was counsel declined to receive any
to havp a convention, instead pensation for services rendered in the
laundry en Mondays and Tuesdays revision. This committee was In- case to the plaintiff, although this
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays jstl.ucted to report Saturday night at of a primary.
lu v
Ior lueie heiv- !
to
conven-All work is guaranteed; yoar
and
held
to
be
then,
;'aiJC' u"ei
jthe meeting
p0r three weeks before the
ices.
the
socks are mended and buttons
Claiming
right to criticize
have the resolutions in the form in tion Saturday members of both facsewed on you shirts, without
the
acts
of
officers as
public
public
wnien tney would ultimately De sud- - tlons
Judge Compton, Jolly and
extra charge.
circumstances may warrant, this par
to and presented to delegates
'Jim
McGill,
Hal and Judge
ngy
per, disclaims any intention to asPHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
their support. A question which torney George
Reese and Judge sault
private character, and insists
Meiers stumped the county in the in- that no allegation against the finanterst of their candidacy.
cial integrity of Colonel Prichard was
-lUB
wnen it was iouuu
or intended, and admits that
McGill faction that had been opposing guch & cnarge if mad6( would haye
a convention and favoring a primary been gr05sv jibeious.
was in the majority in the convention
A MACPHERSON."
the Judge Compton faction wanted to
call the convention off and go before REGIMENT UNDERGOES
AND
SEVERE TEST.
the whole people in the general elec6th.
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 12.
tion, September
United
"As soon as this feature developed Though the Twenty-seconJudge McGill made his talk bitterly States infantry has barely landed in
3-- 8
1910
denouncing Judge Compton and his- Texas from a two years' station at
faction, which precipitated the gener- various posts in Alaska,. it will have
active service
al row that broke up the convention, to make the
A SOLID WEEK OP RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT
which adiourned until last evening at march ordered for all troops by the
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
one o'clock. The convention convened war department and then participate
BAS E BALL TOURNAMENT
and the Compton faction and forces in the maneuvers now in progress at
bolted and nominated Judge Comp- Leon Springs. The regiment has been
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
and
en route for ovr a month and before
ton, Attorney Jim Hall of Elida,
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
Portaies.
of
it can rest up with a turn at garri-Th- e
a
farmer
E. H. Goldsmith,
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
regular convention nominated the son duty it will have to show its
EYERY SPECIES OF SEW AND INSTRUCTIVE
original aspirants Judge McGill, the stamina in very rigorous field work,e
'cussing' speaker, Attorney George just how the men will stand the
AMUSEMENT WILL BE PROVIDED
den change from the arctic to the sub- and Judge Meiers."
The same kind of factional bitter- tropical is the subject of lively specu-nes- s
THE C. W. PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY will fur
betwen the conservatives and lation by army men.
This is the second time that the
radicals in the Democratic ranks exnish the down town night attractions, Fourteen high-clasTwenty-seconeastern
county.
,
in
every
ists
infantry occupies Fort
and
sensational free acts.
shows
Sara Houston. In the early eighties
At the Chaves county Democratic the organization was called to west
REDUCED BATES ON ALL RAILROADS
with several small pre- - Texas to keep the Indians in checu
primaries,
Write the Secretary fo premium lists or other information
ducts? to hear from, the following
JOHN B. McMANUS
four out of eight candidates weie se- - Rebound When excellent wont can
J. fl. O'RIELLY,
President.
lected for candidates on the Demo- - be done right at home. Con'-j- lt tar
Secretary.
cratic ticket for the constitutional New Mexican Bindery.
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IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Pfiynbte Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

LIVELY STABLE

j

LMBjis

n

'

Through Academic course, preparing youog
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School lii the Union. Located
oq the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at aD e'evatloc of ?,700
feet above sea level, s'ttjshlne everv day, but
ltt:e rain or snow durh.g session.
Eleven OSicers ar.d Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, beatad, light
ed and modern lp all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. U. Atklnsou Secretary, ana W
A Fin lay
For particulars &n1 illustrated catalogoe
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"Th Wetrt Point r,1 th Southwett,''
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

r:?,r;r::

Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Singie

Buggies, Surrics, Saddle Morsos
5

When in Keed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

n
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the c.

RflRnKRRHnP
PIAZtt imllUUll

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, S40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, SoO.OO to S173.00 per acre. The.se are
ideal homes ready for you.

.

JudglP Jf
......

Pe

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL

at.-7te-

y

We are prepared to locate settlers on kov- eminent land. We have irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are;
invited tocorrespoud with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXiCO,

.

RANCHES
LA KG

K

ANI
SMALL.

LET. US HEAR FROM YOU,

NEAT ATTIRE

Gfrrm

com-rtpelde- d

;

I

E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

ror i

1

HAS. GLOSS

i

Attor-scribe-

d

At-fo-

,

GRAND STATEHOOD

ALBUQUERQUE

CELEBRATION
OCT.

'

d

j

j

250-mil- e

sud-Rees-

s

d

fit

Particular care is taken that no
leaves

out-

THE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY
STABLE
unless it is in perfect condition.
Horses fresh, vehicles clean and easy
Drivers spick and span.
running.
Patrons are always well pleased with
our service. We have rigs of all kinds
for use at any time of day or night
and our charges are moderate.

W1LLU1S
310

San Francisco

RISIKG
St. 'Phone 139 Red.

Certainly helps a man along socially
and in business. There is no
the fact that dress has a edal to
do with a man's success
nowadays.
eBaring this fact in mind, let us call
your attention to the fact that we are
now making to order the most stylish
Suits and Overcoats, from selected
fabrics, at a most moderate price.
Perfect fit and finish guaranteed, ew
samples have arrived.
gain-sayin-

g

Julius Muralter, Tailor
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the TJ. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

$5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point."

the rate of

J. W. STOCKARD, nsanagzr
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The health authorities of Albuquer- 1912. Here's hoping that he will be
que are to be congratulated upon the nominated.
thoroui-'hiH's- s
with which they stampscarlet
ed
out
fvvr in the Duke City. How to Cure Eczema, Pimples and
PUBLISHERS.
COMPANY
PRINTING
THE NEW MEXICAN
tlu.' start they took the public
From
Dandruff.
FRANK P. STURGES,
pair A. F. WALTER.
We desire to say that when we took
Vice President. into their t ottfuleiice and instead of
Editor and President.
to sup press the news of ex the agency for ZEMO, we were conJOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureist ing conditions for fear that the re- vinced that it was a valuable remedy
port might hurt the city, they an- for Eczema, pimples and dandruff.
Entered as Second Class Matter :i the Snnta Fe Piptofflcc.
cases were
nounced that twenty-fivwe must
frankly admit that
...$3.50 under miai amine and asked the co Ytt, has far exceeded
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
our expectaZenio
25
2.00 operaiion of the city authorities to tions as a treatment for skin diseases.
Daily per week by carrier
year
per
Weekly,
The city
'Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
1J30 stamp out the epidemic.
,
We are pleased to state that we shall
65 Weekly, six months
with
that
mail
month,
authorities
complied
by
Daily, per
coni inue the agency as ZEMO has
50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
quarantine was strictly en- given splendid results wherever reDaily, per year, by mail
forced, and as a result the quarantine commended.
like
Our customers
on the last, case was lifted yesterday. ZEMO
OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
because it is a clean vege- too,
all this time, only one new!
Is sent to Dm ins
'table liquid for external use.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. I;
case was reported, for the foci from
ZEMO effects its cures by drawing
i
c'rculatti
- j
and
a
has
growing
and
dissemilarge
vvhirfi the germs were being
every postofflce in the Territory,
the surface of the skin and destroy
to
the Southwest.
rated had been located and by
the germ life that couses the dissmong the intelligent and progress ive people, oi
ing
stringent sanitary measures were wip- ease, leaving the skin clear and
ed out. It is a lesson to other towns
healthy. It does not soil the clothing
tAJNION
iV ABEX
and ciiies that should be heeded.
or linen and can be used freely on
infants.
Times has joined the
The
With every purchase, we give a
Denver
A NEW MEXICO BOOSTER.
THE SERVANT GIRL QUESTION.
Xew Mexican in a warfare on pistol booklet on skin diseases explaining in
who
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell,
It mav be consolation to housewives
simple words how any person can be
toting. It says:
to
an
by
never
lets
servant
slip
at home of any form of skin
cured
opportunity
the
that
citizen
has
"Now that another
in Santa Fe to know
New
or
of
diseases by this clean, Scienof
to
the
the
ise
detriment
a
advert
scalp
in
good
the
points
Maine
gun'
to
'packed
girl problem extends
tific
a
not
as
of
time
it
remedy.
that,
Stripling Burrows &
this nation, is
takes up three columns
far northeastern corner of the "United Mexico,
our
this
Co.,
Druggists.
faces
we
set
against
nation,
Colorado,
influential
it the
Pueblo,
States. It is so acute there that
and make
its readers about the custom of 'gun packing'
to
Chieftain,
telling
say
Herald
Xo fresh town cut ups have been
concealed weapons
of
leads the Washington
the
carrying
and dry farming" develop- - the actual crime that it is instead of noticed at the new vaudeville show
irrigation
:
editorially:
de-the ment of Xew "Mexico, and withoutTwit-jche- j the unconventional liberty that we since opening, roughness will not be
-The servant girl problem like
Colonel
from
accuracy,
of permitted on or off stage. We invite
parting
make it. There are- thousands
i
,,;fh us, but.
tells his story interestingly and American men of undoubted courage the ladies and children, come this
poor, we nave aiaj
his who
He introduces
the subject has recent ly come
convincingly.
have never 'packed a gun' on any very night.
to public attention through the subject as follows:
thousands of deaths have
occasion;
wants
.,i,iiJheri statement that 'Maine
'In all its history, Xew Mexico has been caused by the accidental
Notice for Publication.
inducean
As
once.'
never had so much attention as at
10,000 girls at
while in Not Coal Land
revolvers
06873
chean
of
Maine
iuted out that
the present time. The early admis- the possession of people who didn't pecos Forest Reserve.
wagthe
where
sion of the territory as a state, the know how to handle them; and we
needs household help,
Department of the Interior,
which
es offered are better than those paid great landhunger epidemic
know of no authentic case where the
tj, s. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
offices.
or
middle
in
the
seems to' be nrevalent
' taken
in factories
unawares.
.Tulv 15! 191(1
'tnter
fun
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least
Is
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Notice
given
nereby
houseof
in Xew Mexico there are thou-:tag- e
curing a sufficient supply
!cio Gonzales, 0f Pecos, N. M, who,
Qf hig flrearm
a
than
more
be
sands of acres of land which
hold ihelp is something
on Juy
m5 made homestead en.
Out of many caii' n up uuuer uie uiumesieaumay
problem in economics.
06873), No. 8396, for SW
(serial
try
the
made
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Fe
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era
new
Santa
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involved,
considerations
of the nation, and the great amount
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consist-for
the
wi"es to be earned is probably many cf publicity given to the possibilities necessary the adoption of a houses NW
Sec.
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last1 considered.
of
To a great
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numbering
system
homethe homeueeker and the
17 N., Range 12 E., N.
10,
Township
ordinance
the
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voung women no money compensation
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has filed notice of inu sufficient to make them bear with have provoked an enormous inquiry providing ior sucu minioeiiug. V1Lu tention Meridian,
to make final five year proof,
servant
which
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Plaza
center
of
the
the
through
from all nortions of the country.
Pnnanimitv the title
to establish claim to the land above
ana me &upit is all wron
is looking for--: vne dividing lines norui aim souui,
Xew
Mexico,
"Yes,
"a
described, before register and receivwith
comes
each
east
should
run,
and
that
and
west,
v
ward to a great era of prosperity.
ucftiuww.
poseu 'jdiiaiinn
er at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 25th
Of course, locally, the subject just house should be numbered, beginning
household work is simply emouuua.,,
of August, 1910.
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day
e
so
is
one
"1"
at
with
the
Plaza,
feeling
using
but the
now uppermost in the minds of the'
imaginary,
names as witnesses:
Claimant
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will!
,
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that
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for
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block,
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With
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cated in this country.
all of Pecos, N. M.
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from
house
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a
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system,
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directory
is
as
Mexico
in New
'Year after year
politics
MANUEL R. OTERO,
poallotted to the number of a resident would enable
countrv enter the cities and take fac- - not
ordinarily
Register.
sitions in stores as clerks or in
citizen of the great and grow- any one to locate the exact location ' (Published in the New Mexican, of
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house.
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salesman
every
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Santa Fe, N. M.)
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or some other title that means
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lacking
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are
some
be
but
should
system
adopted
Colorado a few to great advantage,
ing lse than that they The
The green eyed girl will sing togin m just now most of them are candidates by the city council and now is the
.na indeed, we all are.
night "Whistle If You Love Me." Lawthe factory gets a meager wage, ofgen-it for the Senate. A desire to repre- time to do it.
rence Wall will sing dear old dad
most
new state in the upper
sent
erally, and has to spend
the
other songs.
and
her
The Democrats of Curry county
for her board and lodging, and so House of the national Congress is not
not
nearly
economic position is
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confined to the members of the domi- have just discovered that a" direct!
Notice of Restoration of Public Lands to
domestic
in New primary does not mean majority rule Settlement and entry. Department of the,
the
nant
good as that of a faithful
Republicans
party
as large an Mexico. There are a
General Lund Otilce, Washington
helper who gets quite
great many bv any means; that it is more likely Interior,
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States Land
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would,
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who are seeking employment
age,
off
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in
and 24 East
K. 9. that part of Sees. 1, 12,
most of them, be much better
among our own people. The truth is in an amiable frame of mind and if of Grant,
and that part of the N. E. Sec. 25
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than
domestic service
the great majority knows nothing the Republicans nominate the right ' North and East of Grants; in T. 18, R. 10,
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fine the result of
and
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45 of the 100 delegates, but that
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been bought for the public schools of
New Mexico accepts the provisions they counted only on 31 for sure.
of perfectly roasted coffees
El Paso, Texas. Thus the children of
from the world's best planof the enabling act in good faith. Any
tations.
talk of repudiating any part of that
San Miguel county is enforcing the E1 Paso wil1 be offered an advantage
act comes from irresponsible source law against delinquent tax payers to tnat tne children of Santa Fe do not
and any threat, that after New Mexi- the letter and no premium is placed ' possess. It is true, El Paso is much
Santa Fe Agents.
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its
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The majority of the people are not erty on which the 190S taxes have in every efficient and
& COMPANY
repudlators and what is written in the not been paid. It is an example that system of public education.
constitution, will likely remain the Santa Fe county could follow with
fundamental law of the state for profit to the county, city and the tax
The Texas Democrats have endors- many years to come, or at least, until payers who are prompt in meeting ed Senator Bailey for the Democratic
their' public obligations.
present conditions are outgrown.
nominated lor the presidency in
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FRAKK McKABE, Assistant Cashier
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
F3dw RSexfoo. Established in 1370

.

'j,

j

i

'

ll

--

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

transacts a jfeneral banking business in ail its branches.
Loans money on the most favorably trms on all kinds of
personal and corlateraS security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Bnys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent, per annum, on six months or vears' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock anJ products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
i and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
c as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- c
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rect. The patronage of tke
oublic is respecfully solicited.
(Jttu njmnJinjTJT.."uxrLn 'nnxi njTJvanjTjTnnruTnTUTrurLnjT
.
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dis-char-
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THE

VAUGHN pROP,

W'U-IA- M

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

1--

1-- 4

HOTEL

Cuisine and
Table Service

1--

Unex

na

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVE.T:

j

num-peopl-

AMERI
EUROJ

OQn.i-nntpi-

Ji)rr,z

1 mm.ii

r nf

n

immamc

i

H071
J. E. LAiAiMfc;

!

Proprietor
Commodious Sample

-

'

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted. Every Room

j

.

a Good One,

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

"

PJtESS THE BUTTON

DO

THE REST.

i

Now

;

;

0(

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
sapper ready to eat and yon will not have to

We Are

I

wait.

Serving

Our Increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

THEHOTEL CORONADO
RATES

J1.00A DAY AND UP

G.LTJPE HERRERA

Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

I

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

& Co.'-- '

GROCERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

'

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The; only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City Hi connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to
traveling
men," Give us a t rial if you want first class service,

New-Orlean-

andnDon0GalparAfe'.

i

WM GREGG ProP

.

SPECIAL
SALE

lt

All Summer Dress

JULY

during entire
month of

1910

Goods, Silks, Novelties, Lawns

Laces, Embroideries

and Ladies Knit and Muslin
ALL ARE THIS SPRING and
SUMMER GOODS LATEST STYLESand DESIGNS
Underwear.

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS

CO

g

f

H.S. KAUNE

'

1

d

PHONE 26

i

ML

SOFT Bi

Tefephwt

fvu

Id SS mi km

orders delivered

re suggested to
thirsty m something
eool nd invitiuf
WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ni.wnuiAE
COCO COLA,
TABLE (MINERAL WATERS.

tenewiag
6

GINGER ALE,

bb,

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.

All driaks made from filtered water.

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor

FRIDAY, AUGUST
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ARE YOU COIN' FiSHIN' fvlP. SPORTMAN?

Attorney H. 13. Hamilton, of Capi
tan. is. at the Palace.
J. II. Foley, a business man of Pitts- :
44
burg, is at thf Claire.
TnSheriff J. F. Ward is here from
som r I hit ''..
wi 11 1 need
yoa
.
jcumeari, Quay county.
t
.:.:,tackle, ana a rew cme
Miss Mamie Cool, of Neligh, Neb., j
T. vZ- -'
-- ii
i
iu:
xii
a tourist, is in the city.
We ve got em an,
supplies.
of
man
a
John R. St. John, business
that vou need. Just call at our store and
Roswell, is at the Palace.
St.
E.
Mr. and Mrs. R.
Shepherd, of
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
are
at
Gregg's.
Louis,
sightseers
else
tell you the best bait, the right flies,.and
D. D. Ferrell, the well known autofiiJ.W.
.
--J
s?---mobile agent, is here from El Paso.
you wish to know.
J. L. Tnijillo and Severn Lopez are
Las Vegans at the Coronado hotel.
COME IN 'AND GKT ACII. S. Lutz, city ai;ent of the Santa
QUAINTED vVlTH HIM
Fe. spent yesterday at Las Vegas.
M. J. Seaton, a dry goods salesman
'
7of Kansas City, is calling on the trade.
of
Hugh King, Jr., and Frank King,
New York, are sightseers in the city. '
J. "V. Collins, a representative of a
Chicago tailoring establishment, is in
the city.
J.
U. S. District Attorney David
If 200 YEARS AGO one ol.your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
at 5 per cent compound Interest. and you had that $200 and the Interest, Leahy came over from Las Vegas last
Our Line is all new and complete in every
evening.
each dollar bill were a link in a chain, that chain would reach from New
J. Porter Jones, formerly reading
York to San Francisco .
rlptflil our assortment of flies is larger
clerk in the legislative council, is here
-Money grows in our bank if you will let it.
V.-:"
from Albuquerque.
ever.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
and more complete,
George Roberts, P. A. Alexander '
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets,
everything for his majesty,
and Jeff Alexander, all of Las Vegas,
are at Gregg's hotel.
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
BANK &
of
the
T.
Prof.
J. Burrill,
University
than ever before.
of Illinois, at. Urbana, is a sightseer '
registered at the Palace.
'
INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS
H. M. Stone, of Bloomington, 111.,
to
Is here, having brought his wife
New Mexico for her health.
Mrs. E. R. Wright and children are
at
the Sanitarium from Alamogordo,
WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
will remain here for the remaind-- ,
and
IMPROVED AND - UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
er of the month.
BUSINESS PROPERTY,
Hon. Solomon Luna, of Los Lunas,
was in Albuquerque yesterday and
Wholesale & Retail
HflrriwarA
Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
111 UUlUUUlUi
AJ I
will leave for his sheep ranches in
in
Dealers
J
LillllQ
western Socorro county.
See our attractive list before buying.
J. M. Meany, of Denver; A. H.
Clinger, of New York, and H. Graham,
of San Francisco, are traveling men at
C- the Palace, building up trade from Prlncess Bonnie this willter comforl.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
coast to coast.
'ablv enthroned on a Morri chair. The
Mrs. Thomas B. Stewart, wife of numuf,r was entitled -- The Bachelor's
119 San Francisco St.
Phone. Reel Ko. 189
Supervisor Stewart, of the Pecos for-- Ueverie anil tne stae setting re- est, arrived in tne city yesieiuay nom niin(ed one at once of an illustration
iCowles, 25 miles east of here, and will in the famous b00k by ike Marvel.
"The Bachelor's Reverie" was a skit
spend a week in Santa Fe.
L. G. Carpenter of Fort Collins, in one act, with tableaux vivants rep
formerly state engineer of Colorado, resenting his
Their;
is in consultation today with Terri- - names were made up of four to eight j
the dozen
torial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan or nine letters, Bettie .Kate, Blanche,
Exceptional Bargains
on important irrigation projects.
Elizabeth, Mildred, Clara, Jeanette.
and $1.50
$1.00
Attorney E. L. Medler of Albttquer-- Helen, Tegia and Mary. The bache- que, who has considerable business lor, in the person of Mr. Koch seembefore the territorial supreme court, ed to have no trouble in conjuring up
WILSON RANGES AT COST
and their names
rejoices over the arrival of a baby 'their memories
though he naively admitted in referr
girl in his home at the Dul-- City.
j&
j0
Mrs. W. H. Pope, of Roswell, and ing to one of the sweethearts tlhat
TENT
MATTRKSSKS
-F- URNITURE-HOUSE
FURNISHING.
Mrs. Hull and daughter, mother and be was engaged to her almost before
This sally
sister of Mrs. Pope, of Augusta, Ga., he knew her "last name.
Akers-Wagne- r
arrived this noon from California, brought down the house.
All of the living pictures or reveries
where they spent the past few weeks
were
EXPERT EMBALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS'.
decidedly dreams, though they
on the Pacific coast. They are guest3
THE ONE COR-.S- ET
THE C. B. A LA .SPIRITE
were not ethereal but were the modof Mr. and Mrs. John H. Walker on
ern American girls and the audience
Grant avenue.
THAT WOKKS WITH NATURE To MAKE
readily forgave the bachelor falling
Director Edgar L. Hewett, of the in love with any one or all of them.
YOUR FIGURE PERFECT.
School of American Archaeology, ar-- 1 Their names were Misses Ramona
IT SUPPORTS THE PART-THAT NEED
de los
j rived last night from the Rito
Frijoles canon where the school has
.ST
NEW
THE
AND
.SUPPORT,
(Continued on Page Eight)
its summer camp and will leave Sun-- j
RECEIVED MOULDS ANY FORM INTO A NEAT,
day for the Stone Lions of Cochiti
and the Painted Cave, about 30 miles
COMPACT FIGURE WITHOUT INTERFERING
west of Santa Fe.
IN THE LEA.ST WITHBoDILY COMFORT.
"Color Sergeant J. H. McHugfaes of
THE C. 5. ALLOWS YOU To DRESS IN THE
'one of the Santa Fe companies of the
National Guard, is here to participate
HEIGHT OF FA-5HIOWITHOUT A .SACRIFICE
in the range shooting contests. Ser-- j
OF EITHER HEALTH OR ENJOYMENT .
geant McHughes attained national
reputation a couple of years ago by
FOR .SLENDER, MEDIUM AND WELL DEVEleading all the marksmen in the short
range shooting at the national meet
LOPED FIGURED.
DON'T HESITATE TO CALL
'at Camp Perry. He gave up compe-OYOUR BUILDING
ua for information if you are in tition shooting some time ago but is
PRICE-RANGE'FRoM 65C. $1
doubt as to the value of some toilet now back in the game. He is expect- will be ma'e more satisfactory in apsoap, complexion cream, talcum or ed to make high scores here." Las
AND
pearance and in the matter of dura- tooth powder or any other toilet ac- Vegas Optic.
We'll give it gladly and
bility if you use
cessory.
VALUED EVER .SHOWN.
THE
honestly.
"OUT DORR CONCERT."
LUMBER
SANTA FEANS IN
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
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Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

REAL ESTATE

Windows

k SUPPLY CO.

SAIfTA PE HARDWARE

Evpnrfhind in
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WATSON
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COMPANY

Z&X2S

FRUIT JARS
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Corsets

FRUIT JARS
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$125
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FOR TrIE WOMAN OF FASHION
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Tho Corset that moulds your form
to fashions latest mandate.

Furniture Co.
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TONIGHT
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00

$3.50.

$1.25, $2.00
IEST

bought of us. Do you know anything
about our prices? If not, you've a surprise in store. Let U3 figure on your
next building.

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 148 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
If you want anything on
a New Mexican Want A4

eartn-tr-

(Continued from Page One.)
Like Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits
of Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should
form a part of your vacation outfit To before they had made a return trip
with their swing.
get the best, get them here.
4
y
Miss Bean then played another vioSTRIPLING-BORROW- S
& Company.
lin solo "To "Spring" by Grieg, enhancing the effect of the previous
Where your dollar buys the most. '
Club
number, and the Ladies'
then concluded the first half of the
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
f-program, singing t3ie "Serenade" by
Connection made with Automobile Xeidlinger and Hawley's "Ah, Tis a
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily. Dream." The voices were well blendAutomobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- ed, there was precision of attack and
well at 8:3d a. m. and arrives at Ros- the enunciation wa? excellent.
Prowell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves longed applause greeted this final
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m. musical number.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
Part II.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance After a short intermission, the curis $5.80 and between Torrance and tain again rose displaying a bacheRoswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- lor's apartment and A. T. Koch, who The Girl With the Green Eyes, Motley
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
made a great hit as Pomposo
Adobe Grand.
in '
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and
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Hour Electric

Santa Fe Water

AND

T0WNSEND & CO.

CLARENDON
GARDEN
U, V. BOYLE Mgr,
CL1RE5D0N

PANSY PLANTS

NOW.:

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUN ERA LC

DESIGNS.

PODLTRY YARDS

ARK SELLING OPT!
FRESH LAID EG(iS ev.Ty.'day

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White
Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under tbe trees and fed on Wyandotte.
clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisonlngi
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES
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We ae Agents

dE .SURE AND .SEE THE NEW IMPROVED 5TYLE.S eJUST RECEIVED.
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CafllfS Operation
Light Company
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ter of private property, but a political
machine of the greatest importance
to the state." Thus conceived as a
political machine, it is declared by the
author that the bank "never threw off
entirely its politcial trappings, and it
flnaly died as the result of political
enmities and jealousies." The capital
of the bank, which was fixed at

Louis Roch
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In effect March 1st 1910
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was allowed to be subscribed to the proportion of
in United States stock bearing 6 per
cent interest, and the president of the
United States was authorized to subscribe on behalf of the government
$2,000,000.
An equal amount was to
be loaned by the bank to the government which was to be repaid in 10
equal annual payments.
It is obvious, from these details,
that the capital was raised more largely by bookkeeping transfers than by
the actual payment of specie, at a
time when specie was extremely
scarce. The device by which Hamilton carried through the government
subscription is defined as "an ingenious example of financial juggling."
Shorn of technicalities, the government paid for its stock by bills of exchange on Amsterdam, then it borrowed these bills and gave its note for
payable in 10 equal annual installments, with interst at 6 per cent.
The practice thus instituted by the
government itself of paying subscriptions with stock notes was followed
instances
widely, and in numerous
with disastrous effects in the next
fifty years. The central office of the
bank was in Philadelphia, on the present site of the Grand National bank,
and of the first board of 25 directors
11 were from Pennsylvania and 6 from
New York.
Hamilton was not in favor of
branches, but they were soon established at the leading commercial
centers of the country and entered into
clearing and other relations with the
local banks. The government soon
availed itself of Hamilton's original
project to borrow freely from the
bank, and these loans proved to be
larger and for a longer time than was
at first expected, causing embarrassment to the treasury and uneasiness
to the bank before they were finally
settled. This indebtedness amounted
within four years to $6,200,000, or
s
of the capital of the
nearly
bank. The loan of so large a proportion of its funds crippled its services
to commerce and manufactures and
made it difficult even to continue the
temporary loans required to facilitate
the financial operations of the government. Ultimately the loan was repaid,
partly from the proceeds of the sale
of the government holdings of bank
stock. As these shares were sold at a
premium, in some cases as high as
45 per cent, the government made a
profit of $671,860, exclusive of dividends received to the amount of

(Ufa J Up)
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1

Riff,

s
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8 20

'Connects with K. P. & S. V. Ky, train Xo.121 arriving In Dawson, N, M. fu6:15p. m,
tOonncvts with K.P. AS. V. Ky, train No. 123 leaving Pawson N, M. at 9:55
a. in.
SStasro for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N. M,
Passe.-inetrains arrive anil depart from PeMoines as
BOUND:
SOUTH P.OUNP
No. 1. 4.43 a. m,
No, 8. 10. 44 a.m.
No. 7.6 49 p. in.
No, 2. 11 11 p, m.:
Track connection with A. T. A. S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston with C, A S. P,y. at
Des Moines K P, S. Ur. Ry. at Colfax. N M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
Oinmrron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Ravado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Raldy Black Lakes. Cerro, Kliz'ibotlitonrn. Lobo, Q,uesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twiuinar.
Dai!y. fFlaa. tl'aily except Sunday-E. J. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent, Raton, N.
Raton, N. T
Raton, N. M.

t',S.

follow-NORT-
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

If

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

-

East or West

two-third-

Perched

higher than ever.
For thirty years th

For Rates and full infor mation address

EUGENB A. FOX,
IG.
1

f

,

f. &

p. A.

Paso Texas.

SUMMER

Q QRAN D b-

I

-

ALL POINTS EAST & WEST

I

Or Union Depot.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Th8 Colorado JJatiecal Life Asseraace
Denver Colorado.

Company

Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
M, M
(

Notice for Publication.

Serial

No. 0467, 013711.

Not Coal Land.
Jemez Forest.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 12, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
M. Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who,
on July 27, 1908, and June 20, 1910,
made homestead entries No. 0467 and
No. 013711, for SE 4 NW
NB
NB 4 SW 4 S 2 NB
NB
NE
Sec. 19, and W
N 2 SE
NB 4 NW
and NW
NW
Section 20 Township 21 N, Range 3
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of Intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Eliseo Lucero,
1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

4

1--

1-- 4

1--

4

1--

The Perfecto yoa know.
ioroRa is new.

l2

ROTHENBERG & SCHLOSS, DISTRIBUTORS,
,'

Palace.
G.
M. J. Seaton, Kansa3 City; C.
Jr.,
King,
Shepard, Chicago; Hugh
Frank King, New York; Harry Hers-ley- ,
Pittsburg, Pa.; John R. St. John,
Roswell; C. C. Catron, Henry Essia-ger- ,
City; H. M. Stone, Bloomington,
111.; Prof. T. J. Burrill, Urbana, 111.;
G. S. Walsh, La Junta; H. B. Lewis,
St. Louis, Mo.; J. M. Meany, Denver;
J. W; Collins, Chicago; Mrs. Thomas
B Stewart, Cowles; H. B. Hamilton,
Capitan; Edgar L. Hewett, City; L.
G. Carpenter, Ft. Collins, Colo.; Mamie Cool, Neligh, Neb.; B. V. War-mol-

l,

Denver; Walter

A.

Piers,

Den-

H.
ver; A. H. Clinger, New York;
Graham, San Francisco; J. Porter
Jones, Albuquerque; Margaret Blachle
and sister, Chicago; J. S. Bronk, Jol-iet.

III.

Claire.
Voorhees. Raton; J. H. Foley,
Pittsburg; Mrs. D. S. McRea, City.
Catron Block.
Gregg.
C. S. Hubbard, Denver; C. W. King,
Albuquerque; D. D. Ferrell, El Paso;
J. E. Callery, Carthage; J. F. Ward,
probate clrek, at Tierra Amarilla, N. Tucumcari; George
Roberts, P. A.
M., on the 26th day of August, 1910.
Alexander, Jeff Alexander, Las Vegas;
Claimant names as witnesses:
B. F. Cooper, Hyer; W. A. Cassman,
Placido Archuleta, Luciano de Her- - Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
rera, Florencio Vigil, Ygnacio Tru- - Shepherd, St. Louis.
jillo, all of Coyote, N. M.
Coronado.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
V.
FV
II R Hnnnan. Rutte. Mont
S.
B.
Register.
Davidson, Corona;
Philips, j

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

Santa Fe,

i

HOTEL ARRIVALS

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
CITY OFFICE IN

rNEW MEXICAN BLDG.T

A

The First Bank of the United States
did not have the exclusive privilege
of note issue, but customs duties were
made payable in the notes of the
bank, which gave them a wide circu
lation. The bank, moreover, exercised a salutary restraint upon the other
banks by presenting
their notes
promptly for redemption when received over its counters. The passing of
the political control of the country
from the hands of the Federalists to
those of the Democrats at the beginning of the nineteenth century, it is
declared by Doctor Holdsworth, had
no immediate effect upon the interests or fortunes of the bank. Though
always regarded as a Federalist institution, and managed largely by men
of Federalist leanings, its affairs were
administered in the main with an eye
single to business and profit, and it
never became embroiled in political
controversies as did its successor, the
Second Bank of the United States.
Only once did the treasury, under
Democratic administration, apply to
the bank for aid, and then it was as
cheerfully and generously given as
under earlier Federalist administrations.
Jefferson never gave up his antagonism to banks in general, and to the
Bank of the United States in particular. He permitted Gallatin, hie secretary of the treasury, however, to
support the recharter of the bank,
and the failure of Congress to authorize it was a disagreeable surprise
for the business community. The renewal of the charter was indefinitely
postponed in the House on January
24, 1811, iby a vote of 65 to 64, while
in the Senate the bill failed by the
Clinton.
casting vote of
The bank liquidated its affairs as
promptly as possible, and its buildings
and a large part of its assets were
taken over by the private bank established by Stephen Girard.
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:has stayed up top. Every new
nickel brand has been a boost i:
another chance for contrast. Try h
the restmake your test buy the
best. "Three millions a week"
and only because of quality.
Now made in two slispcs.
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DENVER, COLORADO.

Buckman; Leo Dusmus, Milwaukee;
J. F. Burkhart, Albuquerque;
Ira
Long, Stanley; Robert C. Prince,
Cowles; J. L. Trujillo, Severo Lopez,
Las Vegas.
FACTS ABOUT UNCLE SAM'S
FIRST AND SECOND BANKS.

Hamilton's Plan to Aid Government
With a Political1 Institution Reasons Why Experiment Failed.
The
difference between the character and
status of the First and Second bank3
of the United States incorporated
early in the country's history, and the
conception of a central bank as developed under modern conditions in
Europe, is brought out in a forcible
manner in a volume just made public
by the National Monetary Commission. The volume consists of two
parts a study of the First Bank of
the United States, by Dr. John Thorn
Holdsworth, of the University of Pitts-burand a study of the Second Bank
of the United States, by Dr. Davis R.
Dewey, of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, the author of "A
Financial History of the United

Washington,

D.

C, Aug.

12.
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In recounting the history
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For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
having Bright's Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

& CO.

of

A model
for every figure.

license for their operations, it was
well night impossible for it to do its
work without clashing with local and
selfish interests. The pressure of the
bank and the national treasury threatened to force resumption or specie
payments by the local banks, but their
resistance delayed resumption until
the summer of 1817, after a conference in February with representatives
of the banks of New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Richmond. The
Bank of the United States itself made
mistakes in speculative loans, difficult
to avoid in an undeveloped country,
and allowed the branches, especially
in the south and west, to extend discounts beyond the margin of safety.
The political conflict between President Jackson and the plank is not discussed in great detail by Professor
Dewey, because of the fullness with
which these aspects of its career have
been discussed in political histories.
He declines, in summing up the lessons to be drawn from the history of
the bank, that "the circumstances
which gave rise to the establishment
of the second bank were altogether
different from those which have
brought about a discussion of the
question of a central bank at the present juncture; that the bank in its
final operations was nothing more or
less than a large commercial bank
with practically the same functions
as other banks established under
and different from
state charte-- s,
them in little save size and enjoyment
of a few special privileges; that the
bank began its operations during a
period of commercial demoralization
and developed its practice during a
period of crude banking methods as
measured by current standards; and,
finally, that the bank in its closing
years was subject to a political attack violent, indiscriminating and
even unscrupulous in its character. It
is difficult, therefore, to find in the
experience of this institution any lessons of importance which may be of
special service in te preparation of
a plan for a national central bank
at a later period, when business methods have been transformed by the rail
road, the telegraph and by the development of corporate enterprise, to
say nothing of the change in banking
law through the general substitution
of national supervision for state
PEACE MAKER IN MEXICO
IS STABBED FORTY TIMES.
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 12. Benito
Lopez, assistant tax collector at Casas
was
Mexico,
Grandes.
Chihuahua,
stabbed to death when he attempted
to stop a fight among four men at a
dance at the Pearson Lumber mills.
The men stabbed Lopez forty times.
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Effective June 2nd, 1910

ATLANTIC CITY
ASBURY PARK
BOSTON

CHICAGO
DETROIT
HOT SPRINGS
KANSAS CITY
ST. LOUIS
NEW YORK

$74.05
$73.70

$77.95
$50.35
$60.35
$44.60
$35.35

$44.35
$75.15

the

12 Hour
Second Bank of the United States,
which was chartered in 1816 with a
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
capital of $35,000,000, Professor DewBETWEEN
ey pursues the plan or analysis by
subjects, rather than a narrative of
events in the order of time. He
&
points out that many or the difficulties of the bank and of the country
were caused by the deficiency of
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
specie and the excessive issues ot
notes by the local banks. During the
a. m. Daily.
period of expansion after 1811 and
the speculative profits which attended For information regarding freight
specie suspension and unwise local
and passenger rates etc. call
legislation state banKing had assumed
conwhich
were
proportions
beyond
at city office, Laughlin Block
trol. If the Bank of the United States
had been organized when commercial
or Phone 145.
operations were normal and banking
methods were sound, the bank would
undoubtedly have had a different his-- ,
L H. GIBSON,
tory.
Established, however, after
the local banks had enjoyed a free
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.

anta Fe

States."
The essay of Doctor Holdsworth recounts the plan of Hamilton to found
a bank for the purpose of aiding the
government, which became a law in
1791. It is declared by Hamilton tnat
a national bank was not "a mere mat-

1-- 2

1-- 4

1910.

El Paso

FRIDAY, AUGUST
CITY

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. il.

12, 1910.

any person, corporation, firm or other
association failing so to do shall be
fined f25.00 for each and every day's
delay after the first day of December, 1910, in so failing.
Section 6. The city clerk of the
city of Santa Fe is hereby instructed
to send a copy of this ordinance to
each and every person, corporation,
firm or association now owning, operating, or maintaining any street water hydrants, electric light or lamp
poles, telephone or telegraph poles
within the limits of the city of Santa
Fe within five days from the passage
of this ordinance.
There being no further business the
council adjourned.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Mayor.
(Sea')
Attest :
T. P. DELGADO, City Clerk.

COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.

Santa Fe, X. M., Aug. 2, 1910.
Council met in regular session at
p. m. with

Mayor

Seligman

in

WORTS

S

the

The following members were
present: Comicilmen Armijo, Gable,

chair.
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When tired, warm or run down, shake
FOR RENT Six Room house for
Moya, Ortiz and Wheelon, aba little BATHASWEET in the tub when
Baca.
and
Alarid
Councilmen
D. S. Lowitzki.
rent.
sent,
bathing. BATHASWEET softens and perThere being a quorum present the
fumes the water i nstantly. 25 baths in 25 cent can.
council proceeded to business.
FURNISHED ROOM Modern con'
was
The order of business
suspendveniences.
WORTH A
Lady only. Apply New
Mexican.
ed to hear Mr. Wilson and Mr.
BATCHELLER IMPORTING CO.. :: NEW YORK
in regard to bringing condemnaFOR RENT s ro'.m modern brick
tion proceedings on a certain lot
on Buena
franchises, corporate or otherwise, court in which said cause is pendin
house, fine location, 2 2 Agua Fria St.
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Vista street. The council, after hearand immunities which the Railway by said plaintiff, the Pittsburg Trust;-- ' YY. Dudnnv.
During Change cf Life,
Company now has or shall hereafter Company, the general object of said
ing arguments pro and con, decided to
Mrs. Chas. Barclay
FOR SALE
appoint a special committee of two
Thirty horse pow-a- s
acquire, have or possess, in, to or in action being to foreclose a certain
er engine, good
to investigate the matter. Upon monew. Inquire,
describabove
railroad
of
the
respect
trust
deed
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of
Fe
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the
given
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.
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Philip
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from nervousness
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andotuer annoying
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See
it nroKsnt location to a safer
of gold to me, as it
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restored my health will be inchtded in the curriculum in clared a first lien on the
aw APoarmr it as now located
of was
property
j
given on the following describand strength. I the grade schools in this city and
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j
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road Company, Dominion Construction
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the City Council of the city of Santa phone and electric light or lamp poles ln?f
f011
City of Albuquerque,
Fe, That the Mayor and chairman of within the limits of the city of Santa f1
a".u
the committee on streets and bridges Fe shall be uniformly twenty feet in
of New ,7
Mexico, and running thence
i
i
are hereby directed and authorized llltugui ituuvc
intr icvci ui cue giuuuu
Canon a distance of
to appoint four men, one from each on which same are placed, except as through Tijeras
forty-fiv- e
to the station of
miles
about
ward, for the purpose of .supervising otherwise provided by law.
iy un uie line oi me oauta re
Section '4. That all such poles are '
the weeding and cleaning up of the
back yards, streets, etc., in their re- to be so placed as to follow the curb Central Railway, in the county of
spective wards, the said men to be lines of the sidewalks of the streets Santa Fe, in said Territory, and a
authorized to employ necessary help. on which they are so situated, where branch of the same to be built from a
Albu-case- s
Upon motion, duly seconded, the there are such sidewalks and in all ' point on the main line of said
as
known
Eastern
be
querque
shall
Railway
wires
was
said
resolution
adopted.
poles and
and a half miles
Councilman Gable moved that the so placed and maintained as not to Frost, about eight-e- n
citv attorney, together with the may-- 1 interfere with travel, traffic or edi- - from Moriarty, according to the sur
er be instructed to proceed with the, gees upon any of the .streets, alleys, vey of said main line, to the coal
revising of the city ordinances at an highways or public roads within the fields located at a point known as
expense not to exceed three hundred limits of the city of Santa Fe.
Hagan.
dollars ($300).
Section 5. That it is hereby made
Also, all the right, title, interest,
The motion was duly seconded and compulsory on the owner or owners estate, property and franchises of the
carried.
of said poles and said hydrants to. Railway Company, of, in and to any
Upon motion duly seconded and car- have fully complied with the provi- and all teleranhs. telephone lines.
ried the council adjourned to meet in sions of this ordinance and to have j roadbeds, rights of way, superstruct-performe- d
the work thereby required ureS) bridges, rails, switches, ties,
an adjourned session Thursday, August 4, in order to hear the report from within a period of four months from iron chairs, bolts, splices,
lands,
'
the special committee on the Buena the first day of August, 1910, and that dei)0t rounds. station, eneine and car
Vista street.
houses, warehouses, water stations,
turn-tableARTHUR SELIGMAN,
shops,
depots, machine
Mayor.
(Seal)
gravel pits, oflfices, office buildings,
Attest:
and all equipment, machinery, inT. P. DELGADO, City Clerk.
struments, tools, implements, materl uiu u iii uavt
Adjourned Session.
"
rain Is congestion, pain Is fclood pressure nothing ials, furniture, any and all other lands,
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 4, 1910.
else usually. At least, so says Dr. Snoop, and to buildings, and fixtures, contracts and
Council met in adjourned session prove it he has created a little pink tablet. That all books of
accounts, maps, invencalled Dr. Shoop's Headache Table- tat 8 p. m. with Mayor Seligman in tablet
coaxes blood pressure away irora pain centers. tories and other documents, and all
Gently,
the chair. The followiwng members Its effect is charming, pleasingly delightful.
of
safely, it surely equalizes the blood circu- other property, real or personal,
were present: Councilman
Armijo, though
lation.
ownnow
kind
and
every
description,
a
you have headache, It's blood pressure.
Baca, Gable, Lopez, Ortiz and Wheel-on- ; If it's
If
painful periods with women, same cause. ed or hereafter acquired, in any wise
absent, Councilmen Alarid and If you are sleepless, restless, nervous, it's blood or at
any time belonging or appertainblood pressure. That surely is
congestion
Moya.
for Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets stop
to the railroad above described or
ing
The special committee which was certainty,
20
distribute
and
the
in
tablets
minutes,
simply
it
to any of such other lines of railway,
unnatural blood pressure.
appointed to investigate into the mat- theBruise
your finger, and doesn't it get red, and extensions or branches, now owned or
ter of Buena Vista street then made (well, and pain you? Of course it does. It's congestion, blood pressure. You'll find it where pain hereafter acquired by
the Railway
its report.
Is always. It's simply Common Sense.
Company, or to the use or operation
We sell at 25 cents, and cheerfully recommaod
Mr. Baca moved that the report of
thereof.
the special committee to investigate
Also any and all locomotives, enthe matter of Buena Vista street, be
cars and other rolling stock
and
clerk
gines,
that
he
and
mayor
adopted
now owned or hereafter acquired by
he authorized to expend the sum of
the Railway Company, wheresoever
$225 for the purchase of the MeKensituated.
zie and Adams' properties lying on
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.'
Also any and all rights, privileges,
id street, between College street,

U.:n

i

!

PAIN

i

w

j-

Dr. Shoop's

Headache
Tablets

D

A Famous Pecos Valley Ranch of 12,000 acres is
now being offered for sale in tracts of from 10 to 40
acres, at $125.00 to $250.00 per acre on the following terms:

Per Cent Down and 10 Per Cent a Year
Until Paid, With 6 Per Cent Interest
10

Three large spring rivers, will be furnished consumNorth, Middle and South ers at city rates.
Berrendo, rise within the One half mile from the
place
corporate limits of the
This property is in the finest business and resiheart of the greatest Arte- dential city in New Mexico.
sian basin in United States.
We publish a very handAbundant water right some book describing this
from either of the above and other irrigated prowith each tract.
perties which we will be
Entire property will be glad to send you on rewired for light, power and ceipt of 6c to cover
telephone service which

Berrendo Irrigated Farms
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strops your razor at the same time
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FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
The Rexall Store.
$2.00 E&sor Mones 97c.
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CUSS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
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consul to some Spanish speaking
country in the near future and Mr.
Ui'iiito, it is said will likely be appointed vice consul in Italy, as he
fluently
English and Italian
and has strong political backing. He
and Mr. Howard have been referred
to by their friends as the school's
-diplomats to be" and their departure
is regarded by their friends there.
Change of Ad Attention is called
iu tif change of ad today for H. S.
Kanno & Co., who offer something
jmr-- t
satisfying to the taste of discriminating coffee drinkers.
Died From Kick of a Horse
the fourteen year old son of
M r. and Mrs. R, J.
Perry, died at
Knowles, Eddy county, from the re-- '
suit of a kick in the stomach by a
S.

(Continued From Pago Two.)
We have live spring chickens on
hand at all limes, 60c each. F. Andrews, Xo. 4.
Dealth of Healthseeker F. Sand- berg, aged 23 years, a healthseker
from Avoca, Texas, died yesterday at
Albuquerque.
"Getting Even With the Lawyer"
Another one of those comic pictures
and a big laugh with every picture,
li's also at the Elks' tonig'ht. Show
at S o'clock.
Archaeological Society A meeting
of the Archaeological
Society has
been called for eight o'clock this even-i'lin the southwest room in the old
palace.
Salaries PostPostal
Employes'
master E. C. Burke has received word
that his recommendations for the increase of salaries of employes has
been favorably acted upon, increasing
the salary of Janitor Vivian Griego,
who was appointed
by Postmaster
j Simon
1S9S, from $500
in
Xusbaum
'
to $600; Letter Carrier R. J. Crichton,
who was appointed in 1903 by Post
master Paul A. F. Walter, from $1000
Ernest A.
to $1100, and Carrier
Slaughter, also appointed by Mr.
Walter, as substitute carrier in 1905,
from $800 to $900.
Tommy Gets His Sister Married.
A farce comedy which has the merit of introducing many new reasons
for a hearty laugh. Tommy will win
everybody's heart. It's at the Elks'
tonight.
Words of Praise for Judge McFie
"Associate Justice John It. McFie
will be here Saturday for the purpose
of drawing
the juries for the fall
ferms of the district courts of Union
and Colfax counties. With the assistance of Secundino Romero, clerk of
the court for the Fourth district,
Judge McFie will draw both the grand
land petit juries. He will also attend
to such court, business as requires his
attention. The judge will leave for
his home Saturday evening, 30 that
his time here will be limited. His capacity for work, however, will enable
liim to accomplish a great deal and
help out materially in court business,
which has accumulated on account of
the absence of a regularly appointed
judge for several months." Las Vegas Optic.
No Matter if it does rain we always
show at the Elks'. Breaking Up Ice
in Finland, and Peg Woffington are also good pictures.
See it once at the
Elks' and you won't care to see it
elsewhere.
Changes at Indian School Prof.
Joseph Howard, for the past year
principal teacher at the U. S. Indian
Industrial School has been appointed
principal teacher at the Indian school
at Chilocco, Oklahoma and has started for his new- - post. Joseph Digneo,
who has had charge of a department
at the school for some time, has also
resigned, to prepare for consular
work. Their successors names have
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Buggies and Saddle Horses

FRIDAY, AUGUST

j

horse.
Now Get Your Dog Tax Marshal
Sena announced
today that he is
ready to confer dog licenses on the

canine population of Santa Fe, the
fee of $1 being exacted for males and
The licenses may
$I..jO for females.
also be procured from the office of
the mayor.
Death of Old Citizen Uncle Jereresident of
miah Cazier, a pioneer
Chaves county, died at Dexter of a
stroke of paralysis. He leaves a large
.family.
Your Sunday dinner, spring chicken,
ami everything else the market af-- .
lords, at Andrews Xo. 4.

From Page Five.)

(Continued

Baca, Xellie Friday, Mrs. Ruth Bishop, Miss Amy Wittman, Mrs. Charles
D. Miller, Misses Amelia McFie, Flo
Moore, Mary Foree, Ethel Church and
finally the "bride" in gown of white
silk, and veil fastened with orange
blossoms, Miss May Bergere.
"appariApplause followed each
tion." Then came "The Garden of
Dreams," as the bachelor took a
Mrs. Sylvia Bardshar, Mrs.
Minnie Curns and Stewart Van Vliet,
singing a trio as Miss Marion Bishop
Mrs.
accompanied on the piano.
Bardshar and Mrs. Curns looked very
pretty in their coustumes trimmed
with vines and flowers, reminding one
again of the Ladies Glee Club's selection "Ah 'Tis a Dream," in the garden
The green eyed girl purchased
of dreams.
new suit at Seligman Bros, store
Mr. Koch recited his lines well, his
post-reveri- e,
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The girl with the blackest hair the
green eyed singing and dancing
Motley's Adobe Grand, tonight.
The feature Wall and Company, the
expensive vaudeville Adobe Grand.
and
Yours for fun good singing
dancing, a clean entertainment, Adobe
sou-biett-

Grand

tonight.

The green eyed girl made some purCo.
Burrows
chases at Stripling,
drug store. She likes her ice cream
soda.

MARKET REPORT.
MONEY AND METALS.
Xew York, Aug. 12. Call money

1

Mexican
prime paper
Atchison 99;
dollars 44; Amal. 66
S. P.
X. Y. C. 114; Reading 142
115
U. P. 108; Steel 70
pfd.
5

1--

7--

11G.

Lead quiet 440
copper quiet, standard spot and
12.12
Silver
Sept.
New York, Aug. 12.

!?N50;
53

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Aug. 12. Wool

territory
23
L

and the finest SPRING
LAMB you ever tasteed

0 E

steady;

3 for 25c.

17.

The green eyed girl likes the looks

of Xew Mexico's

Oharles

?

capital.
evidently thought he

knew the green eyed girl as she stepped from the train today. Never mind

Charles, your apology was accepted.
It was all a mistake.
The green eyed girl will be at the
Adobe Grand tonight.

DRESSED POULT
CANTELOUPES

and western mediums 18
fine mediums 17(Tf20: fine 14

and every one guaranteed to have the flavor.
ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLES

PHONE
92
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BEGIN
TOMORROW

At the end of every season we clean up
our stock. Goods are never carried over
in this store. We would rather give you
the benefit of the price now than to sell
you this season's goods next year. It
means a sacrifice of some profit to us,
but we are willing to allow you something on the price a good generous
slice of it to pay for doing the carrying
over.

THIS SALE WILL LAST
ONE WEEK ONLY.

V.,V..f.

RKET

SUMMER
SALE

Schaffner & Marx Clothes

lllaMllMlill

"'1

$32.50
$35.00
$25.00
$22.50

We have a good many things here that have not been
sold in the ordinary course of business; nothing the matter
with them; they're just as good as those we have sold
through the entire season. The only trouble with them
is that they have not been sold. We bought them to sell
and we aregoingto doit. They're all things that you want

Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
Jf you haven't known Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes from
experience; youcanget a line on something extra good. It is
worth your while to know ihem and it will not cost you much
If you know what Hart Schaffner & Marx name in clothes
mams you do not n?ed to be told wnat this sale represents.

Suits now $22.50
"
"
$25.00
"
"
$20.00
"
"
$17.50

a
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rich voice and clear enunciation allowing every word to be heard in any
part of the theater.
The entertainment last night broke
the summer monotony and the ladies
and young men who worked so hard
to get up this entertainment are to be
congratulated. Soon these amateurs
will be sitting in the theater watching real professionals standing before the footlights, for the season
opens next month.
But even the professionals will not
have a larger house than last night.
The committee
of the Woman's
Aid Soicety of the First Presbyterian
church, which had charge of the entertainment, desires to extend thanks
through the columns of the New Mexican to all those who in any manner
helped in making a success of the

WE WILL

.;

12,

This Store is the Home
of HART SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES.

